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This thesis focuses on the living patterns of Charleston’s antebellum free 
black population by examining spatial contexts, architectural styles, building 
materials, and the various socio-economic factors which influenced such patterns.  
Wraggborough, serving as a specific case study neighborhood, was selected based 
on its residential diversity in terms of both race and class.  The timeline from 
1796 to 1877 follows Wraggborough from its origins and subsequent 
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The aim of this thesis is to lend deeper insight to a population that has 
received relatively little scholarly or popular attention throughout the course of 
modern historical study.  As a result, much of my research has admittedly favored 
the encompassing social background of Charleston’s antebellum free people of 
color, in addition to the discussion of the spatial and architectural framework that 
has marked their living patterns.  Providing such context is essential to fully 
comprehending the broader settlement patterns beyond architectural styles and 
their specific building materials.  An investigation of the greater scope of their 
economic, social and spatial contexts, moreover, provides a far more complete 
and compelling version of their story. 
Free people of color played a major role in the development of the 
Charleston Neck.  In terms of demographics, the area was home to a 
disproportionate share of the city’s free black population.  By 1860, the 2,078 free 
people of color residing within the four upper wards represented some 64% of all 
free people of color in Charleston.1
Provided that statistic, Charleston’s Wraggborough neighborhood offers 
an ideal case study for several reasons.  Besides claiming the highest percentage 
of free people of color of all eight city wards, it was also home to many German 
and Irish immigrants, as well as landed gentry families of the rice-planting and 
                                                 
1 U.S. Census of 1860. 
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merchant classes.2  As a result of such a diverse residential population, 
Wraggborough serves as a microcosm for greater Charleston.  The neighborhood 
also presents a unique opportunity to compare diverse structures and styles within 
the same ward, given its varied lot sizes and the dispersed nature of individuals’ 
holdings. 
As a final note on nomenclature, I would like to clarify my use of terms.  
“Free person of color” and “mulatto” are not my designations; the abbreviation 
“FPC” was commonly used in the mid-nineteenth-century population records to 
denote “free persons of color,” while mulatto was used as a specific racial 
category in nineteenth-century censuses.  I only use these term as an effort to 
maintain historical consistency with the primary source material from which they 






















                                                 





NOTES ON SOURCES AND RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 
 Aside from gathering social background information for Charleston’s 
free black population, my research focused on assembling the FPC and Landlord 
Database for Wraggborough – identifying exactly who lived where to the greatest 
extent possible.  The City Directories and the 1861 City Census are organized on 
a street by street basis, and free black residents were usually designated as “fpc,” 
though not always.  Comparison and review of data revealed the occasional errant 
omission of this designation.  Once specific individuals and addresses were 
confirmed, this allowed for other identifications and a comparative analysis of the 
architecture and spatial patterns in Wraggborough.  
Attention should be called to the fact that primary source data, while 
extremely critical, is imperfect.  Despite their best intentions, the federal census 
did not count everyone.  Misreporting information often involved errors regarding 
age, sex, occupation or spelling of names.  Some misreporting errors undoubtedly 
stemmed from inhabitants who gave false information in order to disguise socially 
unacceptable living arrangements, but more frequently they occurred because the 
census taker was unable to find an adult household member at home and asked 
neighbors, children, visitors, etc. to supply the information. 
Undernumeration is the most serious problem in using census records.  In 
a series of articles in Social Science History, several researchers concluded that 
the problem of undernumeration throughout the 1850 to 1880 censuses was not 
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random, but occurred more frequently within specific populations.  
Anthropologists Adams and Kasakoff found the undernumerated population to be 
the mobile, the young, the unmarried, and the urban most often.3  Many of 
Charleston’s free people of color, it seems, fit into one or more of those 
categories.  Moreover, considering the inferior civil status of free blacks, it is not 
unreasonable to infer that perhaps the recording of their residential information 
was not as prioritized among city officials as it was for white citizens. 
Another issue is that the 1809, 1822, and 1831 City Directories list 
addresses by street names only for Wraggborough; no house numbers are given.  
By 1859, older structures on the Neck had been assigned numbers, but many 
buildings still had not.  Finally in 1861, the City Census took the initiative to 
assign numbers to every house on every street.  The 1864 Ward Book and the 
1869-1870 City Directory both indicate that “infilled” or new structures were 
slow to receive numbers.  Despite these primary source concerns, the raw data 
available for Charleston’s antebellum free black population are still extremely 













                                                 
3 Adams, John W. and Alice Bee Kasakoff.  “Estimates of Census Undernumeration  





PRIVILEGES AND PERILS: SOCIAL BACKGROUND FOR FREE 
PEOPLE OF COLOR IN CHARLESTON 
 
 
Charleston served as the unofficial capital of South Carolina’s free black 
population in the antebellum period.  In 1860, nearly one-third of all free blacks in 
the state lived there.4  Although this group was legally free, they were categorized 
racially with the slave population and defined as ‘denizens’ rather than full 
citizens.  Free people of color were numerous enough to constitute a separate 
class, and they were visible enough to act as an intermediate buffer between the 
mass of slaves and the white ruling class.   
As they were marginalized between two separate, distinct societies, their 
unique positioning in Charleston society caused free people of color to experience 
both a conflict and an assimilation of the two cultures.  The early African-
American scholar W.E.B. DuBois coined the term “double-consciousness” to 
describe the peculiar dualities and conflicts that occur in African-American self-
perception as they struggle to identify themselves within the greater scope of a 
society dominated by whites.  DuBois claims that the minority race is “gifted with 
second-sight in this American world – a world which yields him no true self-
consciousness, but only lets him see himself through the revelations of the other 
world.”5  Furthermore, this double-consciousness leads to an irreconcilable “two-
ness,” in the African-American identity as both an American and a “Negro.”6   
                                                 
4 U.S. Census, 1860. 
5 DuBois, W.E.B.  The Souls of Black Folk. 
6 Ibid. 
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Inferior civil status for free blacks was largely derived from the fact that 
vast numbers of their race were recognized as property rather than as people, 
thereby rendering them beyond the pale of civil rights.  Definite caste distinctions 
developed within the antebellum African American community, paralleling the 
divisions in white society.  Acute sensitivity was given to skin pigment, as 
freedom was typically associated with lighter skin tones.  Mulattoes were 
generally presumed by authorities to be free, and dark-skinned blacks, even those 
who were free, were typically presumed to be slaves.7  The 1848 census officially 
reinforced such caste distinctions as African-Americans were categorized as 
either “black” or “colored.”8
Given such a favorable association with lighter skin tones, members of the 
Charleston’s brown elite tried to distance themselves as much as possible from the 
slave population as a means of self-preservation in an uncertain white world.  
They created their own social, cultural, and charitable organizations that were 
modeled on those of the white elite, and the rules and regulations of their 
benevolent organizations made color distinctions as well.  Specifically, the Brown 
Fellowship and the Friendly Moralist societies were exclusively for mulattoes, 
while the Humane Brotherhood was limited to no more than thirty-five 
“respectable Free Dark Men.”9  As these societies provided sick benefits, burial 
expenses, and a fixed yearly income for widows and orphans of deceased 
members, they present an excellent showcase of African-American self-help, as 
                                                 
7 Johnson, Michael P.  Black Masters: a Free Family of Color in the Old South.  New  
  York: Norton, 1984, 87. 
8 U.S. Census of 1848. 
9 Humane Brotherhood Papers.  Avery Research Center. 
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well as lend valuable insight into the social organization of the free black 
community.        
The most significant component of these organizations is that their 
structure was based upon both wealth and complexion.  In this sense, elites 
practiced a form of color discrimination, or “intrasegregation,”10 within their own 
community.  Obviously any free black who could afford the membership dues of 
these societies belonged to the elite class – people who had distinguished 
themselves from the masses of illiterate and unskilled free blacks.  Members of 
these societies owned property, were educated, and could also provide for the 
education of their children, even if it meant sending them out of the state or out of 
the country.11  Paradoxically, the existence of the dark-skinned, upper-class 
Humane Brotherhood is evidence that wealth and good fortune were not always 
synonymous with light skin.12   
Judicious intermarriage along color lines also occurred.13   In an era when 
marriage was often considered legal death for women in a broader social context, 
free black women wielded a remarkable amount of power and control over their 
domains for the nineteenth century.  Their unique and paradoxical position of 
power was largely inherited from the legal custom of the Southern slave system.  
In Charleston, as in the rest of the antebellum South, the status of a person’s 
mother, not that of the father, determined the legal status of the child.  Thus, if the 
                                                 
10 Kelley, Robin D.G. and Earl Lewis.  To Make Our World Anew: A History of African  
    Americans, 210.  
11 Ball, Edward.  The Sweet Hell Inside: a Family History.  New York: William Morrow,  
    2001.  Discussion of Harleston Family and other elite free black family education  
    practices. 
12 Kelley and Lewis, 208. 
13 Wikrammanyake, Marina.  A World in Shadow: The Free Black in Antebellum South  
    Carolina.  Columbia, S.C.: University of South Carolina Press, 1973, 210. 
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mother was free, her child would also be free.  Free African-American men did 
not want to doom their children to slavery by marrying slave women; free African 
American women, conversely, would secure freedom for their children no matter 
who, or even if they married.  Therefore, marrying a free African- American 
female was an extremely attractive prospect to any black man, and free women 
could afford to discriminate.  Moreover, while poor free black women could 
easily marry across status and color lines without jeopardizing their social 
position, men could not.  As a result of these gendered customs, it seems property 
in Charleston was often held in the woman’s name because her legal claim to 
freedom was generally stronger than a man’s.14
Light skin color also held real advantage in the blood connection to a 
white person.  As white parents were often reluctant to leave their children totally 
exposed to racial hostilities, they would characteristically protect them by 
providing some education or training in a trade.  In practical terms, this meant that 
mulattoes had a better chance of surviving and succeeding than dark-
complexioned blacks did.  The fact that whites were also not as threatened by 
mulattoes as they were by the darker-skinned worked in their favor as well.  As a 
group of white men who signed an 1822 Charleston petition put it, mulattoes were 
“a barrier between our own color and that of the black.”15  Upper-class African-
American society, therefore, was generally lighter than the poor, and middle 
classes.     
 
                                                 
14 Wikarammanke, 212. 
15  Kelley and Lewis, 203. 
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As lighter skin tones often incidentally led to success, other factors such as 
literacy, a skilled trade, or a profession were directly beneficial to free blacks as 
well.  Most of the men worked at a skilled trade, while many of the women earned 
a living by making or washing clothes.16  Among the building trades, according to 
census data, carpentry employed more African-American men than whites, and 
bricklaying was almost exclusively a black man’s job.  Free men of color 
definitely held a clear majority as tailors, bakers, butchers, cooks, fishermen, and 
ship carpenters as well.  This group also accounted for a significant proportion of 
the city’s blacksmiths, coopers, barbers, boatmen, and mechanics.  Nearly all jobs 
requiring literacy, long apprenticeships, or commercial dealing with the public 
were almost exclusively monopolized by whites.17
White employers were accustomed to hiring blacks to perform work that 
white men refused.  In Charleston, skilled white carpenters, tailors, and 
millwrights were scarce, leaving these occupations to be filled by free blacks.18  
Moreover, virtually nowhere in the South would white men cut hair; free blacks 
acquired a monopoly on the barbering trade as a result.  The same is true for every 
other trade that involved personal “handling,” as Jason Poole explains; thus free 
blacks monopolized the funeral business within the black community as well.19  
In this manner, free blacks were able to eke out a living even though they faced 
employment competition from slaves and native-born whites.  In 1860, unskilled 
                                                 
16 Charleston City Directories:  Listed residents by address, legal status, and occupation. 
17 Based upon occupation listings in the U.S. Census of 1848, the U.S. Census of 1850,  
    the U.S. Census of 1860, and the City Census of 1861. 
18 Wikarammanke, 206. 
19 Poole, Jason.  “On Borrowed Ground: Free African American Life in Charleston,  
    South Carolina 1810- 1861,” Master’s Thesis, University of Virginia, 1994, 27.    
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laborers comprised approximately one fourth of the free black male population, 
and these men had to contend with the most competition.   
It was also not unusual for wealthier free blacks to attend a different 
church from those of the middle and lower classes.  By 1850, about half of 
Charleston’s 20,000 blacks belonged to white churches.  Generally, the wealthier 
the free black, the less emotional his religious denomination.  Methodists and 
Baptists attracted the African-American masses, and those with skills, literacy, 
and wealth usually joined or formed their own more reserved Episcopal or 
Presbyterian church.20     
Richard Allen was a particularly influential individual in the conversion 
process.  Allen was a former slave who helped found the African Methodist 
Episcopal Church in Philadelphia in 1816.  Black Methodists in Charleston were 
led by Morris Brown, who made tentative contacts with the AME Church in 
Philadelphia – which would prove significant in years to come during the 
enslavement crisis.  According to letters published in No Chariot Let Down: 
Charleston’s Free People of Color on the Eve of the Civil War, at least 780 free 
black Charlestonians fled to Philadelphia in panic between 1858-1862.21
Tables One and Two indicate Charleston’s antebellum population figures 
from 1830 to 1860, and the population’s ward distribution in 1861, respectively.  
Wards one through four represented the lower city south of Calhoun (Boundary) 
Street, while the Neck included wards five through eight.  Wraggborough was 
                                                 
20 Kelley and Lewis, 209. 
21 Johnson, Michael P. and James L. Roark.  No Chariot Let Down: Charleston’s Free  
    People of Color on the Eve of the Civil War, 74.   
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designated as ward five.  Figure One is a map of Charleston highlighting those 
wards as they were defined in 1844. 
 
 
Table 1:     Population Figures for Charleston22
 
 
  Year 
 
 
          Total 
 
 
         White 
 
 
          FPC 
 
 
         Slave 
 
 
  1830 
 
 
        30,289 
 
 
        12,828 
 
 
         2,107 
 
 
        15,354 
 
 
  1840 
 
 
        29,261 
 
 
        13,030 
 
 
        1,558 
 
 
        14,673 
 
 
  1850* 
 
 
       42,985 
 
 
        20,012 
 
 
        3,441 
 
 
        19,532 
 
 
  1860 
 
 
      40,522 
 
 
       23,376 
 
 
        3,237 
 
 




















                                                 
22 Also found in Rosengarten, Dale.  Martha A. Zierdan, et al.  Between the tracks:  
    Charleston's East Side during the nineteenth century, 47.  * The considerable jump in  
    population figures between 1840 and 1850 reflects the city’s annexation of the Neck,  
   which increased Charleston’s total population by sixty-eight percent.   
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Table 2:  Population Distribution by Ward in 186123
 
Ward White FPC Slave Total 
1 2,681 121 1,578 4,380 
2 3,102 161 3,137 6,400 
3 4,522 370 2,221 7,113 
4 5,926 815 4,365 11,106 
5 2,739 853 2,111 5,703 
6 3,476 760 2,381 6,617 
7 1,924 201 609 2,734 
8 2,599 504 1,253 4,356 







                                                 
* Wraggborough in bold. 
23 City Census of 1861. 
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The free black in the slave economy was an anomaly.  The social structure 
was organized to provide for free white men and African American slaves, yet a 
select few were able to circumvent this system and carve out a thriving existence.  
Charleston always had a class of wealthy colored elite, but during the 1850s, as 
many as seventy-five whites rented their homes from freemen.25  Furthermore, the 
city census of 1861 reveals thirty-four free black owner-occupied residences in 
Wraggborough.26  Some of the elite free people of color owned prestigious corner 
lots, mirroring a pattern found among upper class whites. 
Beyond that telling statistic of residential control, the Free Negro Tax 
Books also provide a credible indication of free black economic strength.  
According to the 1860 book, there were 1,845 free black and American Indian 
adults over age twenty in Charleston.27  Approximately twenty percent were 
municipal tax payers, who paid over $12,000 total in taxes for horses, goods, 
commissions, real estate, slaves, and other property.28  Most of these 371 
taxpayers had accumulated a modest wealth.  Fifteen taxpayers owned six or more 
slaves, paying a $3 tax per head; fifty-one taxpayers owned only one slave each.  
Another 132 taxpayers owned an average of three slaves each.29
                                                 
25 Combination of City Directory listings and U.S. Census Data; the Census listed  
    households in terms of both occupancy and ownership; therefore, it is possible to  
    identify owner-occupants, as well as renters and landlords of specific properties. 
26 City Census of 1861. 
27 U.S. Census of 1860. 
28 City of Charleston Free Negro Tax Book of 1860. Charleston Library Society.  
29 Ibid. 
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298 of the 371 taxpayers owned real estate.  The total assessed real estate 
value owned by free people of color came to $759, 870 in 1860.  Of these, 207 
people paid taxes on real estate assessed at less than $2,000 – probably the value 
of the family’s house.  Sixty-two people paid taxes on real estate worth between 
$2,001 and $5,000.  The top twenty-nine each paid taxes on real estate worth 
more than $5,000.30   
Table Three compares the spectrum of wealth among free blacks to that of 
whites.  Predictably, the range in economic values extends much higher for whites 
than it does for free people of color.  However, it is significant to note that the real 
estate holdings of top five percent of free blacks reached a higher value than the 
lower two-thirds of the white caste; these people were in the $8,000 or greater 
category.  They were able to achieve success despite a hostile social system.  
Members of this black aristocracy demonstrated how deep their social and 
economic interests ran when they professed their support of the confederacy 
during the enslavement crisis. 
 






                                                 
30 Ibid. 
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Table 3:     Charleston Taxpayers in 186031
 
Value of Property 
 
White 




Less than $1,000 95 85 181 
$1,000-1,999 296 111 407 
$2,000-2,999 249 48 297 
$3,000-3,999 270 29 299 
$4,000-4,999 113 10 123 
$5,000-5,999 179 6 185 
$6,000-6,999 154 6 160 
$7,000-7,999 122 4 126 
$8,000-8,999 135 2 137 
$9,000-9,999 58 2 60 
$10,000-19,999 455 5 460 
$20,000-29,999 144 2 146 
$30,000-49,999 65 2 67 
$50,000-99,999 32 - 32 
$100,000 or more 23 - 23 
Totals 2,391 312 2,703 
                                                 
* These figures include both real estate and other taxable property, such as slaves. 
31 Fitchett, E. Horace.  “The Free Negro in Charleston, South Carolina,” Doctoral Thesis,  
    University of Chicago, 1950, p. 20. 
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Foremost among this elite group in Wraggborough was the Dereef family.  
Wood factoring and real estate speculation provided their means of prosperity.  
They purchased a creek-side property in 1838, which was ideally suited for a 
wood lot and wharf.  Most of the wood yards at this time were concentrated on 
the new wharves constructed north of Boundary (what is today Calhoun) Street.32  


















                                                 
32 Rosengarten, et al, 22. 





THE ENSLAVEMENT CRISIS 
 
 
Despite the existence of a wealthy, elite class of free African-Americans, 
the enslavement crisis that occurred in Charleston between 1858 and 1865 reveals 
that black freedom and white freedom were two entirely separate entities.  By 
1860 Charleston had a 58% white majority, compared to a 53% black majority a 
decade earlier in 1850.  According to historian Walter B. Edgar, this population 
shift was the result of a decade of black out-migration combined with continued 
white immigration.34   
From 1858, heightened racial tensions brought on by hostile white 
laborers first threatened the free position on which free African-Americans lived.  
“With its large class of working poor, its population was more like that of many 
northern cities.  Socially and politically it was a city divided against itself.”35  
Political tensions surrounding the status of slaves and free people of color in 
Charleston rose between the city’s momentum-gaining white laboring class and 
the old aristocracy.  Differences in wealth, literacy, complexion, and occupation 
made for different social connections and classes within black society.  Therefore, 
laborers and aristocrats had vastly different associations with Charleston’s 
African- Americans as a result of each group’s particular social, economic, and 
geographic positions in the city. While white laborers loathed the existence of 
                                                 
34 Edgar, Walter B.   South Carolina: a History.  Columbia, S.C.: University of South  
    Carolina Press, 1998, 290. 
35 Ibid. 
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autonomous African Americans, white aristocrats valued their position in society 
as a buffer between white and slave.36
In a society where status and wealth mattered, white laborers targeted free 
blacks because they openly contradicted white identity constructions.37  White 
laborers had several reasons to feel threatened by autonomous African Americans, 
with whom they lived in close proximity.  Mainly, the two groups competed for 
similar job positions.  In addition, the symbols of wealth and education which 
African American elites used to distinguish themselves from slaves and poor 
African Americans were the same as those used by white aristocrats to separate 
themselves from white laborers.  Thus, the African American elite mirroring 
white aristocratic behavior threatened the very notion of whiteness and the 
privileges that accompanied it for white laborers.  With their call to 
“MECHANICS, WORKING MEN AND ALL WHITE MEN WHO LIVE BY 
THE SWEAT OF THEIR BROW,” white workers urged solidarity against free 
blacks.38  
In the Denmark Vesey Plot aftermath, all free blacks were also required to 
obtain a ‘respectable’ white guardian who would agree to vouch for them;39 
guardians increasingly failed to honor their obligations by the summer of 1860, as 
social and political turmoil rose with the ‘enslavement crisis.’40
                                                 
36 Poole, 27. 
37 Joyce, Dee Dee.  “The Charleston Landscape on the Eve of the Civil War: Race, Class,  
    and Ethnic Relations in Ward Five,” Doctoral Thesis, State University of New York at  
    Binghamton, 2002, 316. 
38 Edgar, 223. 
39 Johnson and Roark, Black Masters: a Free Family of Color in the Old South.  New  
    York: Norton, 1984, 186. 
40 Wikrammanyake, 208.  
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At the instigation of Charleston’s white mechanics, city officials tightened 
the reign on free people of color.  In October of 1858, they began arresting those 
who failed to pay their capitation tax.  In December the following year, white 
Charlestonians formed a Committee of Safety to search out and arrest anyone 
with abolitionist sympathies.  These included whites who ran black schools and 
blacks who received abolitionist newspapers or otherwise engaged in suspicious 
behavior.41  Meanwhile, the state legislature debated reenslavement bills.  
In 1860, Charleston police began enforcing the slave badge law more 
stringently, as well as the African-American capitation tax laws.42  In August that 
year, Charleston marshals went door to door demanding to see proof of 
everyone’s free status.  Those who could not produce the necessary documents 
were arrested and sold back into slavery.  Many of the poorer free African-
Americans, knowing they could not prove their freedom, went back into local 
slavery for protection, rather than be auctioned off and taken elsewhere.43  Seven 
hundred African Americans bought slave badges in a two-month span in mid-
1860.44  Ironically, a badge had become the only source of protection for many 
free African-Americans. 
In November of 1860, James Eason, a white Charleston mechanic, won a 
spot in the state legislature on a ticket to enslave all free African- Americans, 
indicating that even mulatto elites were in danger.45  This signified a dramatic 
                                                 
41 Edgar, 224. 
42 Poole, 29. 
43 Edgar, 225. 
44 Ibid. 
45 Johnson and Roark, No Chariot Let Down: Charleston’s Free People of Color on the  
    Eve of the Civil War, 74. 
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shift in the balance of power away from the aristocrats toward the Charleston 
laborers.  Panic gripped Charleston’s free black community, and in this 
atmosphere, hundreds of free blacks fled the state for the North, Canada, or Haiti, 
often selling their property at a loss to whites who took advantage of the situation.  
A group of refugees arriving in Philadelphia in December of 1860 said that 780 
free people of color fled Charleston during the previous six months.46  
Between 1860 to 1862, over one thousand free African-Americans, or, 
approximately one third of Charleston’s free African-American population in 
1860, left the city.  Perhaps hundreds more would have left the state if they had 
the money or the means to do so.  Those members of the free African-American 
elite who did not leave were largely bound by vested property interests.  As laws 
forbade their departure from the state unless it was a permanent move, many of 
the upper echelon were unwilling to part with their accumulated wealth in real 
estate and slaves.  The mulatto elite had worked diligently over their lifetimes to 
secure a foothold in Charleston society.47
When South Carolina seceded from the Union in 1861, eighty-two 
members of Charleston’s brown elite signed an address to the governor stating 
their position: “We are by birth citizens of South Carolina, in our veins is the 
blood of the white race in some half, in others more, our attachments are with 
you.”48  They also vowed they would “offer up our lives, and all that is dear to 
                                                 
46 Edgar, 310-311. 
47 Poole, 30. 
48 Edgar, 310. 
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us” in South Carolina’s defense.49  Beyond a mere declaration of loyalty, this 



























































WRAGGBOROUGH ORIGINS AND EVOLUTION 
 
 
Around 1796, John Wragg planned the development of his estate as the 
suburb of Wraggborough, naming the streets for various members of his family.50  
The neighborhood was bound by King Street to the west, Mary Street to the north, 
the Cooper River to the east, and Boundary Street (now Calhoun Street) to the 
south.  Other streets included: Alexander, Ann, Chapel, Charlotte, Elizabeth, 
Henrietta, Judith, Meeting, Washington, and Wragg Mall.  As Wraggborough was 
located north of Boundary Street, it remained outside of the city limits until 
Charleston annexed the area in 1849.  Boundary Street was then re-named as 
Calhoun Street.  Before that time, the area north of Boundary Street was also 
commonly referred to as ‘the Neck” on both city maps and in city directories. 
Early lots on the Neck were attractive to prospective buyers because they 
were generally larger and less expensive than those available south of Boundary 
Street.  Originally popular with wealthy rice-planting families seeking suburban 
residences, large houses were among the first structures built in Wraggborough.  
The Gibbes Family “villa” on John Street, the Manigault house a block away, 
numbers 6-10 Judith Street, and the Aiken-Rhett House served as the nucleus for 
the area before 1820.51   Eventually Wraggborough became a destination for 
                                                 
50 Poston, Jonathan H.  The Buildings of Charleston: A Guide to the City’s Architecture.   
    Columbia, S.C.: University of South Carolina Press, 1997, 585. 
51 Based on Charleston City Directory listings between 1809-1820. 
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newly risen merchants, such as Robert Martin, and successful mechanics, such as 
William Henry Houston.52   
By 1822, Charleston’s city directories indicate an expanded residential and 
mixed-use arrangement occurring in Wraggborough.53  Industries that were 
considered too dangerous, malodorous, or sprawling for the lower parts of the city 
were drawn to the Neck’s relatively isolated and spacious lots as well.  Tanners, 
butchers, tallow chandlers and dairymen, for example, began to proliferate in the 
area because they were not welcome downtown.54  As these new industries 
presented opportunities for both skilled and unskilled workers, Wraggborough 
attracted many German and Irish immigrants, as well as free people of color.  As 
a result, the suburb transformed from a sparsely-settled haven for the wealthy 
planter and merchant classes to a diverse composition of new industries and their 
workers in less than a half century.  Figure Three indicates some of the diverse 




                                                 
52 Poston, 585-586.  
53 Comparison of Charleston City Directories from 1809, 1820, 1822. 




Figure 3:  An 1835 plat of lots on the corner of Henrietta and Elizabeth 
Streets, indicating the diverse nature of property holdings in 
Wraggborough.55
 
This increased diversity led to a striking change in Wraggborough’s 
spatial patterns over the first half of the nineteenth century as well.  In 1800, lots 
in the neighborhood were significantly larger than those in the older city.  Figure 
Four is a plat depicting the division of lots in Wraggborough in 1804.   By 1850, 
however, the area had been subdivided to the point that the average lot in the 
upper wards was smaller than those in the lower wards.  Figure Five is an 
example of how the lots were further sub-divided. 
                                                 
55 City Engineer’s Plats.  South Carolina Room, Charleston County Library. 
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Figure 5:  An 1840 plat between Boundary and Charlotte Streets, 
demonstrating a greater sub-division of lots from 1804.57
 
  As evident in Figure Five, lots continued to be divided within the 
established local tradition of narrow, deep parcels. 
                                                 
56 City Engineer’s Plats.  Charleston County Public Library. 
57 Ibid. 
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Despite such increases in residential density and diversity, racial 
segregation in Wraggborough actually augmented over the last decades of the 
antebellum period.  Although none of Wraggborough’s streets were entirely 
segregated along race, class, or ethnic lines, social groups tended to cluster within 
streets and chose to live facing each other when possible.  “Courts,” as this 
housing arrangement was called, were common in the upper wards, and they were 
segregated in a similar fashion to the alleys common to the lower wards.  “Alleys 
and courts were the most racially, class, and ethnically segregated parts of the 
city,” according to social historian Dee Dee Joyce.58  Free blacks lived primarily 
on small lots along the main thoroughfares, or facing each other along a single, 
narrow residential street, as in the case of Henrietta Street.  Figure Six 
demonstrates this racial settlement pattern.   
                                                 




Figure 6: Wraggborough’s racial composition in 1860.59
 
For prosperous free blacks, segregation was often self-imposed, serving as 
a means to evade police interference and white control, as well as to distance 
themselves from slaves and poorer free blacks.  According to social historian Ira 
Berlin, the ‘index of dissimilarity,’ which measures residential distance, between 
whites and free people of color was more than twice that between whites and 
slaves.60  The explanation is somewhat circumstantial: since a majority of slaves 
were domestic servants, they had no choice but to live in close proximity to their 
masters; conversely, very few free people of color could afford to live in the more 
expensive proximity of rice planters, commission merchants, lawyers and 
                                                 
59 Joyce, 212. 
60 Berlin, Ira.  Slaves Without Masters: The Free Negro in the Antebellum South.  New  
    York: Random House, 1974, 175. 
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bankers.  After considering the acute self-consciousness of free people of color, 
however - especially the elite families and their eagerness to distinguish 
themselves from slaves - their tendency to congregate seems much more 
intentional.   
Accordingly, it seems the places in which people choose to live are 
heavily influenced by a combination of social, economic and environmental 
factors.  Especially before annexation in 1849, Wraggborough proved to be 
particularly appealing to free people of color on multiple fronts.  Its location 
above the city limits held several key advantages, including exemptions from city 
taxes.  Elsewhere in the city, free people of color between the ages of sixteen and 
sixty had to pay an annual capitation tax of $2.00 and register with the local court, 
which served as a means of monitoring the district’s free black population.61   
The Charleston brick ordinance came about after a fire broke out at King 
and Beresford (Fulton) streets in April of 1838.  The fire, spreading to the 
northeast, ravaged through most of Ansonborough and proved to be the “largest 
and most distressing fire” in the city to date.62  Approximately fifty houses of 
“small value” were destroyed, and many of the displaced residents sought refuge 
in the adjacent Wraggborough neighborhood. 63  The brick ordinance served as an 
economic barrier, as it prohibited the building of any new structures out of wood, 
a much cheaper material, south of Boundary Street.   
                                                 
61 Johnson and Roark, No Chariot Let Down: Charleston’s Free People of Color on the  
    Eve of the Civil War, 70. 
62 Poston, 412.  




Figure 7:  A map of Charleston highlighting the 1838 fire zone.64
 
Charleston’s building restrictions resulted in Wraggborough’s gain.  The 
1848 census accounted for the loss of city residents to the suburb accordingly: 
“the slaves and free coloreds have removed to the Neck . . . where the class of 
houses suited to their condition are numerous, and obtained at modest rents.”65  
                                                 
64 Map courtesy of Historic Charleston Foundation.   
    <http://www.historiccharleston.org/experience/charleston_fires.html> 
65 U.S. Census, 1848. 
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Whereas over half of the houses in the lower wards were built of brick, nine out 
of ten houses in the upper wards were of wood in 1860.66
The presence of a large concentration of free people of color in 
Wraggborough allowed for a greater autonomy in day to day life, which also 
provided for a fair amount of room to maneuver and elude white control within 
the neighborhood.  In 1836, municipal authorities reported that “efforts to control 
the Negroes in the city are futile, since they easily cross the boundary in to ‘the 
Neck’ where ‘the police are not and cannot be effective.’”67  Throughout the 
antebellum period, the upper wards were notorious for harboring runaway slaves 
and others trying to pass as free people.    
The various social and economic factors combined to attract more people 
to Ward 5 by 1861 than any of the city’s seven others.  According to the city 
census in 1861, free people of color constituted 14.95% of the population in Ward 
5 (Wraggborough).  Proportionately, this means that twice as many free people of 
color lived in Wraggborough than any of the lower wards.  Wraggborough was 
also home to more free mulattoes – over twenty-five percent of the city’s total – 
than any other section of Charleston; 598 of 2,308 mulattoes listed lived there.68
     
 
 
                                                 
66 U.S. Census, 1860. 
67 Rosengarten, et al, 61. 
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Number of Brick 
Houses % 
Number of Wood 
Houses % 
1 498 77.3 146 22.6 
2 251 39.9 377 60 
3 606 54 515 45.9 
4 620 45.2 751 54.7 
5 99 13.1 652 86.8 
6 79 8 907 91.9 
7 16 3.6 424 96.3 
















                                                 
* Wraggborough in bold. 





































The aim of this chapter on specific architectural characteristics and 
settlement patterns in Wraggborough is to provide a means to understand how 
social groups divided a diverse and concentrated area, and how their built 
environments maintained group ties and reinforced identity. 
Domestic elements of the Neck were arranged in similar fashion to those 
of the lower city; houses were usually built along the narrow dimension of the lot, 
directly fronting the street.  White elites’ lots were predictably spacious and 
complex in comparison to the small, narrow lots of the laboring classes.  Elites 
reinforced their social position with imposing houses that dominated street 
corners.  Their sophisticated estates stood on large lots with slave quarters in the 
rear, enclosed by a high wall.  Joyce argues that facing view was critical for all 
social groups.  When an elite house faced a row of workers’ quarters, the elite 
constructed a social and physical boundary by either altering the entrance or 
employing a landscape barrier.71  
Land parcels of the white elites frequently faced each other as well.  If it 
was impossible to have street frontage in common, however, elites would often 
use landscape features as a means of social division.  For example, when William 
Aiken built seven houses along Wragg Mall in the 1840s, he faced them onto a 
mini park.72  The green space separated the elite from the working class residents 
                                                 
71 Joyce, 208. 
              72 Joyce, 209. 
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on the opposite side of the street.  Critical importance of the front view is also 
exhibited by the alteration of the entrance to the Manigault House on the corner of 
Meeting and John Streets.  When the house was built in 1803, the entrance faced 
John Street; in the late 1850s, however, new owners altered the entrance to face 
Wragg Square.  In changing the entrance, the new owners shifted their view from 
working class housing along John Street, to the grounds of the elite Second 
Presbyterian Church.73
Architecturally, the Manigault house represents a fine Adam style 
paradigm for Wraggborough.  The three-story brick structure boasts a curvilinear 
bay on the north elevation, featuring an entry door and Palladian window.  A 
second curvilinear bay characterizes the east elevation, while a semicircular 
double-tiered piazza embellishes the west façade, and another rectangular piazza 
opens toward the south garden.  The house’s materials consist of locally-produced 
reddish brown bricks that are trimmed with various sandstones, and the hipped 
roof is covered with slate.  The rest of the property contains a garden temple that 
features a bellcast roof on the south end, and formerly to the east and northest 
ends of the lot stood a stable and a kitchen building, respectively.74  The 
Manigault heirs sold the property in 1852, and the formal entrance to the house 
was reoriented to the south shortly thereafter.75  As portions of the original lot, 
including the kitchen building, were later sold off, the distinguished Manigault 
property did not function as an “urban compound” to the same extent that the 
nearby Aiken-Rhett property did. 
                                                 
73Ibid. 
74 Poston, 612-613. 
              75 Joyce, 209. 
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Figure 9:  Manigault House, south elevation.76
 
Figure 10:  Manigault House, north elevation.77
                                                 
76 Simons, Albert and Samuel Lapham, Jr.  The Early Architecture of Charleston.  
    Columbia, S.C.: University of South Carolina Press, 1990, 126.  
77 Poston, 612.  
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Figure 11: Manigault House, measured drawings of floor plans.78
 
Figure 12: Manigault House site plan, 1852.79
                                                 
78 Simons and Lapham, Jr., 126.   
79 Poston, 613.  
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As Rosengarten, et al. explain in Between the Tracks, the “urban 
compound” is basically the city equivalent of the plantation nucleus.  Such lots 
generally consisted of a parcel of land containing a single residence, privies, a 
well, a cistern, a kitchen building, and stables and sheds for livestock.  If the 
resident was a craftsperson, a workshop or shed might also be located in the 
backyard.  Dependencies varied in size and number, usually according to the 
wealth of the owner.  Less affluent houses contained far fewer outbuildings.  
Lower- to middle-class families had no need for slave quarters.  Privies typically 
occupied the extreme rear corners of the property, while the well was located in 
the middle of the lot, and the entire compound was often surrounded by fences or 
a brick wall.80    
The Aiken-Rhett House, located on the corner of Judith and Elizabeth 
Streets, provides the preeminent example of the “urban compound” lot in 
Wraggborough occupied by the white planter elites.  The present property lines 
mark the original boundaries, while three distinct building phases highlight the 
evolution of the structures.  The original construction dates back to 1817, with 
additions to the buildings occurring in the 1830s and again in the 1850s.  All 
except one of the known buildings and their additions are extant.  These include 
the main house, kitchen, stables, two privies, and a chicken coop.  A cow shed 
identical to the chicken coop was destroyed in the 1886 earthquake, but its former 
location was evident in the archaeological survey work done on the property in 
1985.  The entire site is surrounded by a brick wall, and the rear yard from the 
back door of the main house to the rear edge of the kitchen and stable buildings is 
                                                 
80 Rosengarten, et al, 45. 
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paved as a brick courtyard.  An avenue of magnolia trees also leads from the edge 
of this courtyard to the gate located in the center of the rear wall.81
 
 
Figure 13: Aiken-Rhett House site plan.82
 
By far, the most common structure in Wraggborough was the single 
house, a form indigenous to Charleston.  The Single House was designed to 
accommodate both the semitropical climate and the city’s layout of many narrow, 
but deep residential lots.  Single houses typically feature a two-bay short side 
along the street, with a longer five-bay side façade where a central entry hall is 
                                                 
81 Archaeological Addendum to the Aiken-Rhett House National Register for Historic  
    Places nomination.    
82 Poston, 605. 
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located.  The simple floor plan generally features two rooms separated by a 
central entry hall and staircase.  Beyond their free-standing nature, the central hall 
and staircase is the major distinguishing characteristic that separates single houses 
from the general floor plan of row houses.  Single houses may vary considerably 
in their appearance, but the one-room-deep plan, with the central hall opening to a 
room on either side, is generally common to all.  The blank wall opposite the 
entry contains the chimneys, usually one for each main room.83  Open porches, 
referred to locally as “piazzas,” also typically extend along one side with a false 
door facing the street.  Piazzas were a crucial element to the houses during the 
summer months, and they typically faced either the south or the west to catch the 
“sacred Charleston wind.”84
The single houses in Wraggborough occupied by free people of color 
differed from those of the wealthy planter and merchant elites in both size and 
materials.  The 1838 prohibition of wooden houses within city limits compelled 
people who could not afford brick houses to build on the Neck.  By the end of the 
antebellum period, the upper wards contained a significantly higher percentage of 
wooden houses at 93.5 percent, than the lower wards did at forty-six percent.85  
While these figures are not entirely reliable as economic indicators, they do 
support the conclusion that real estate values on the Neck and the median incomes 
of its residents were lower than those of the old city.   
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As many of these wooden Wraggborough single houses were built in 
reaction to the 1838 city brick ordinance, that dates them somewhere between 
1839 and the late 1850s.  Appropriately, many of these structures fall into a 
vernacular Greek Revival Style, which was popular in American from 1820 to 
1860, roughly.  Greek Revival style is characterized by simple geometric forms 
that are typically devoid of carved ornament.  Subsequently, as these geometric 
forms were generally quite large and plain, they were fairly simple to produce 
with sawn lumber.  
Characteristic gable roof oriented toward the street fit the Charleston 
single house form.  Gable roof with stylized entablature that runs completely 
around the house creating a pediment at the gable end. Often, doors have wide, 
classical frames that appear somewhat imposing.  Windows commonly featured 
double-hung, six-over-six or two-over-two sashes.86   
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CHARLESTON DURING RECONSTRUCTION, 1865-1877 
 
 
Although emancipation at the end of the Civil War officially eliminated 
the free black caste, it could not erase the privileged experience of freedom which 
generations of free black Charlestonians enjoyed.  During the antebellum years, 
free people of color created the institutions, standards, personal relations, and 
patterns of thought which helped them control their social position and their labor.  
Free blacks definitely drew on their antebellum experience, as those who enjoyed 
freedom before the war generally remained at the top of the emergent black 
society.  In Charleston, as well as the rest of the postbellum South, they controlled 
a disproportionate share of black wealth, skill, political power and social 
leadership.  The social institutions organized in the African-American community 
were, for the most part, established by this privileged group and their descendants. 
The advantages of having grown up free seem to have manifested themselves 
especially in the realm of leadership.   
Reconstruction marked a time of momentous change in Southern political 
and social life.  In the aftermath of slavery’s demise, the federal government 
guaranteed equality before the law for all citizens, both black and white.  No 
development during these turbulent years that followed the Civil War exhibited so 
dramatic a break with the South’s traditions or aroused such bitter hostility from 
Reconstruction’s opponents as the appearance of large numbers of African-
Americans in public office only a few years after the abolition of slavery.  Prior to 
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the Civil War, blacks did not form part of America’s ‘political nation,’ and black 
office holding was nonexistent in South Carolina.  Black office holding did not 
begin in earnest until 1867 when Congress ordered the election of new Southern 
governments under amended suffrage rules that did not discriminate on the basis 
of race.   
Charleston, with its large community of free blacks – many of whom were 
educated and economically independent – was well-positioned to play a 
significant role in Reconstruction government.  In a city where the free black 
population was less than one-fifth of the total black population in 1860, nearly 
one-half of the black political leaders had been free prior to the Civil War.87  
According to historian Thomas Holt, “the dominant element in both numbers and 
influence was the freeborn petite bourgeoisie of Charleston.”88  At least 21 of 
Charleston’s black Reconstruction politicians were members of the Brown 
Fellowship Society, which continued to meet on their old, exclusive basis.89  Most 
of Charleston’s wealthiest black men, however, did not assume a significant role 
in Reconstruction politics.  Some business men, like Joseph Dereef, avoided 
politics entirely.  Conceivably, they were unwilling or unable to leave their 
businesses for extended periods.90  It is also plausible to infer that many of these 
same men pledged their allegiance to the Confederacy during the enslavement 
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crisis.  As such, perhaps they did not feel as strongly compelled to suddenly 
represent the black masses. 
Many positions of leadership in the community were held in the church as 
well.  Besides being the one corner of the world where blacks went uninhibited by 
whites, the church was the center of black life.  Most black schools were founded 
through black churches, as were many self-help activities.  Holt notes that the 
freeborn “filled out the ranks of the teacher corps sent by northern missionary 
societies and the Freedmen’s Bureau.”91   
After emancipation, black Episcopalians were ubiquitously rebuffed by 
the white Episcopal churches in Charleston.  St. Mark’s church organized as an 
independent parish in 1865 by a group of prominent black Episcopalians who 
suddenly found themselves without a place to worship.  The congregation first 
met in the school located on the corner of Meeting and Mary Streets, and they 
relocated next to the orphan house chapel on the corner of Chapel and Elizabeth 
Streets.  The lot for the present structure in Radcliffeborough was purchased in 
1870 and construction began in 1877.92  
The extent to which the Civil War affected property ownership for free 
people of color is difficult to assess.  Obviously, the elites who owned slaves, 
such as the Dereefs and the Westons, bore financial losses in regard to their 
former human chattel.  In terms of real estate, however, a direct index survey of 
conveyances at the Charleston County Register of Mesne Conveyance did not 
indicate any significant sales trends during the Reconstruction period.  Although 
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the Dereefs and Westons were listed for seven and six real estate conveyances 
respectively between 1865 and 1877, both families were just as active in the real 
estate market prior to the Civil War.93  Using the Appendix One as the sample 
population for the survey, not many other property owners sold their any of their 
holdings in Wraggborough during this time.  The particular data set from the 1861 
city census would not likely lend greater insight into this query, though, because 
given individuals’ appearances in the 1861 census, these were free people who 
demonstrated a commitment to remain in Charleston then, despite the increasingly 
tumultuous environment.  Given their pre-war resolve, it is reasonable to infer that 
this particular group would not be involved in many post-war real estate dealings 
either.  
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 One evident trend in collecting population data was the lack of 
corroboration between the 1858 and 1859-1860 city directories, as well as the 
1861 city census.  Considering that this is only a four year span, one might expect 
the residential listings to remain fairly consistent.  This was largely not the case, 
however, which indicates a pattern of transience and mobility among 
Wraggborough’s free black population.  The lack of sizeable corroboration may 
be the result of several factors, mostly the enslavement crisis.  In future research, 
it would be extremely helpful to find shipping records from Charleston to 
Philadelphia between 1858 and 1861, and then compare them with the City 
Directory listings to see who, in fact, left Charleston; likewise, it would be useful 
to compare listings in Philadelphia City Directories between 1858 to 1865 as well.  
Other probable explanations result from census and directory recording errors.  
The other striking trend was the disproportionate amount of free female 
heads-of-household represented in the city directories and censuses compared to 
white women.  While free black women did significantly outnumber free black 
men, the more consequential factor seems to be the gendered legal rights within 
the free black community.  As free black women were in a unique position of 
power within antebellum Charleston society, this phenomenon definitely 
manifested itself in property holding.  
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Architecturally, the wooden vernacular style of houses in which free 
people of color lived are indistinguishable from those which were inhabited by 
whites of similar economic means.  Free blacks generally lived in wooden Greek 
Revival style single houses, employing the same local building traditions as 
whites.  Wraggborough house forms were built to fit the established pattern of 
long, narrow lots.  This supports the conclusion that socio-economics factors, 
rather than race, influenced the built environment.    
Beyond any data driven conclusions, the most apparent observation from 
physically walking through the current neighborhood is that many of the former 
residences have fallen into disrepair and are in danger of demolition by neglect.  
A significant amount of demolition has already occurred in Wraggborough, 
especially along Calhoun Street.  At the very least, it is important to have a better 
understanding of the neighborhood’s contributing housing stock before any future 
infill or renewal decisions are made.  
Using this thesis as a model case study, similar research should continue 
for the other seven wards.  Subsequently, we stand to gain a richer, more inclusive 

























































Free Person of Color and Landlord Database for Wraggborough94
Name                          Status                Owner/Occupant                  Address  
 
Addison, Sarah             fpc                                                              Elizabeth 
Ancrum, John               fpc                         Owner                     17 Henrietta 
Ancrum, Susan             fpc                                                         13 Henrietta 
Anderson, Nelson         fpc                                                              Charlotte 
Armstrong, Harriet       fpc                                                                20 John 
Armstrong, Mary          fpc                                                                20 John 
Aspinall, Mary             fpc                           Both                       24 Henrietta 
Aspinall, Susan            fpc                       Occupant                   25 Henrietta 
Bateman, Isaac             fpc                         Owner                     200 Meeting 
Barron, Hester            white                       Owner                       14 Calhoun 
Beadings, Mrs. L          fpc                                                                 Chapel 
Bellinger, Sarah            fpc                                                               Calhoun  
Benson, Mrs. C             fpc                                                                     Ann 
Bing, Catherine            fpc                                                                  Chapel  
Bingly, P                      fpc                                                                Calhoun 
Bird, J                           fpc                                                              Henrietta   
Birkmeyer, E                fpc                                                              Elizabeth    
Bland, James                fpc                         Owner                     19 Henrietta 
Blanks, Sarah               fpc                           Both                        12 Calhoun 
Boisdon, Edward         fpc                                                                    Judith 
Bonneau, Mrs. M         fpc                                                           68 Calhoun 
Borrie, Henry J            fpc                                                                Calhoun 
Brailsford, Frederick    fpc                                                         13 Henrietta 
Breach, Lawer              fpc                                                               Calhoun 
Brodie, Sarah               fpc                       Occupant                   27 Elizabeth 
Brodie, Thomas H.       fpc                          Both                        21 Calhoun 
Brooks, Mary               fpc                                                                  Chapel 
Brown, Eleanor            fpc                       Occupant                         26 Mary 
Brown, James M.         fpc                       Occupant                     3 Elizabeth 
Brown, Rebecca           fpc                                                               Calhoun   
Budor, Jane                 fpc                        Occupant                   37 Elizabeth 
Bulwinkle, Henry      white                        Owner                     15 Elizabeth 
                                                                   Owner                      17 Elizabeth 
                                                                     Both                       19 Elizabeth 
Burke, Sarah               fpc                         Occupant                  29 Elizabeth 
Canneville, Jacob        fpc                                                                    Judith 
Carmand, Amanda      fpc                           Owner                    25 Henrietta 
Castion, John              fpc                                                                 Calhoun 
                                                 
94 Compiled from the 1840, 1858, 1859-1860 City Directories, and the 1861 City of  
    Charleston Census. 
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Name                          Status                Owner/Occupant                  Address
 
Chisolm, Elizabeth     fpc                         Occupant                   20 Henrietta 
Chisolm, Peter F.        fpc                                                               Elizabeth 
Cordes, L.                   fpc                           Owner                     26 Henrietta 
Cordes, Ralph             fpc                         Occupant                  26 Henrietta  
Davids, Francis           fpc                                                                  12 John 
Dawson, T                   fpc                                                               Charlotte 
Days, William             fpc                         Occupant                15 Alexander    
Deas, Eliza W.            fpc                           Owner                   15 Alexander 
                                                                    Owner                     57 Charlotte 
                                                                  Occupant                  274 Meeting 
Dereef, Joseph            fpc                           Owner                           13 Mary 
Dereef, Richard E.      fpc                           Owner                     1 Alexander 
                                                                    Owner                     7 Alexander 
                                                                    Owner                      26 Calhoun 
                                                                    Owner                48 Washington 
                                                                    Owner                50 Washington 
                                                                      Both                 52 Washington 
Dereef, R.E., Jr.         fpc                            Owner                       4 Elizabeth 
Desvarnay, Peter        fpc                                                                   26 John 
Desverney, P.             fpc                            Owner                           29 Mary 
Desvernay, Rebecca   fpc                                                                Charlotte   
Dewees, William E.                                     Both                             21 Mary 
Dungus, Emeline         fpc                                                                Calhoun 
Dieckhoff, Court        white                       Owner                             1 Judith 
                                                                     Both                              3 Judith   
                                                                   Owner               34-42 Alexander  
Eckhard, H. Ann          fpc                         Owner                      12 Henrietta 
Ehricks, Henry           white                       Owner                         24 Chapel 
                                                                   Owner                         26 Chapel 
                                                                   Owner                        1 Elizabeth 
                                                                   Owner                      25 Elizabeth 
                                                                   Owner                       22-26 Mary 
Elfe, Maria                  fpc                           Both                         78 Calhoun 
Escrid, Martha            fpc                                                                Henrietta   
Evans, Martha             fpc                          Owner                     246 Meeting 
                                                                     Both                      248 Meeting 
Famon, Mary              fpc                                                                Henrietta 
Felder, Margaret         fpc                        Occupant                  30 Alexander 
Fields, Sarah               fpc                            Both                       28 Henrietta 
Ford, William H.        fpc                         Occupant                      34 Chapel 
Fox, Elizabeth             fpc                        Occupant                   14 Henrietta 
Frezberg, Jean M.     white                         Owner                       7 Elizabeth 
                                                                    Owner                       9 Elizabeth 
                                                                    Owner                       8 Henrietta 
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Frost, Henry R.           white                       Owner                     33 Charlotte   
                                                                    Owner                     35 Charlotte 
Furman, Mary             fpc                           Owner                       1 Henrietta 
                                                                      Both                        9 Henrietta 
Gadsden, Mrs. Jane  white                          Owner                   12 Alexander 
                                                                    Owner                   14 Alexander 
                                                                    Owner                   16 Alexander 
                                                                      Both                    18 Alexander 
Gafkin, Edward          fpc                                                           22 Henrietta 
Gantt, James               fpc                          Occupant                   1 Elizabeth 
Gaskin, Sarah             fpc                          Occupant                    6 Henrietta 
Gibbes, Mrs. A.W.   white                          Owner                    33 Elizabeth 
                                                                    Owner                     35 Elizabeth 
Gibbes, Ann             white                          Owner                      44 Calhoun 
                                                                    Owner                      46 Calhoun 
Gibbes, Dr. Edmund A.,   white                 Owner                      38 Calhoun 
                                                                                                     82 Calhoun 
                                                                                                   23 Elizabeth 
                                                                                                   27 Elizabeth 
                                                                                                   29 Elizabeth 
                                                                                                          4-8 John 
Goodwin, Rebecca       fpc                                                       “near” 6 John   
Gordon, Robert W.      fpc                         Occupant                        24 Mary 
Gough, Ellen                fpc                                                                     John 
Grant, Jane                   fpc                                                              Elizabeth 
Gray, Elizabeth            fpc                         Occupant                  64 Calhoun 
Gregorie, Aberdeen     fpc                             Both                       8 Elizabeth 
Hall, Ann                     fpc                          Occupant                  9 Elizabeth 
Harleston, Sylvia         fpc                                                                      John 
Harris, Isaac               white                          Owner                            3 John 
Hazard, George           fpc                                                               Elizabeth 
Hemmit, Sarah            fpc                                                                   Chapel 
Holmes, Mrs. R           fpc                                                                Calhoun 
Holmes, William H.   white                          Owner                        9 Chapel 
                                                                      Owner                       11 Chapel 
                                                                        Both                     20 Charlotte 
                                                                      Owner                   23 Charlotte 
Holmes, William L.   white                          Owner                     3 Henrietta 
Honour, John H.         white                          Owner                          16 John 
                                                                        Both                           18 John 
Hopkins, John              fpc                                                              Henrietta 
Houston, Ann               fpc                                                                     John 
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Houston, William H.  white                          Owner                      13 Chapel 
                                                                      Owner                      15 Chapel 
                                                                      Owner                     1 Charlotte 
                                                                      Owner                     3 Charlotte 
                                                                      Owner                     5 Charlotte 
                                                                      Owner                     7 Charlotte 
                                                                      Owner                     9 Charlotte 
                                                                        Both                    26 Charlotte 
                                                                      Owner                   53 Charlotte 
                                                                      Owner                       5-19 John 
                                                                      Owner                         8 Wragg 
                                                                      Owner                       10 Wragg  
Hulin, John                fpc                                                                  Calhoun 
Jackson, William       fpc                            Occupant                25 Elizabeth 
Johnson, Mary           fpc                            Occupant               42 Alexander 
Johnson, Mrs. M.       fpc                                                              6 John rear 
Johnston, James         fpc                              Owner                  13 Elizabeth 
Jones, Joshua             fpc                                Both                    21 Henrietta 
                                                                      Owner                   23 Henrietta 
Jones, M A                fpc                                                                   Calhoun 
Keat, Clinton             fpc                                                            24 Henrietta 
Kennedy, James       white                              Both                           5 Judith 
                                                                      Owner                          7 Judith 
Lacomb, Susan          fpc                                                             22 Calhoun 
Lee, A.M.                 white                            Owner                      28 Chapel 
                                                                      Owner                      30 Chapel 
                                                                      Owner                      32 Chapel 
                                                                      Owner                      34 Chapel 
                                                                      Owner                      36 Chapel 
LeGrant, John              fpc                                                              Elizabeth  
Lopez, Francis             fpc                                                              Henrietta  
Lopez, Isabel               fpc                           Occupant                 5 Elizabeth 
Lyons, Ann                  fpc                          Occupant                       2 Judith 
Manville, Ellen            fpc                                                                   8 John 
Marshall, Samuel         fpc                                                              Elizabeth  
Matthews, Somerset    fpc                              Both                    3 Alexander 
                                                                      Owner                   5 Alexander 
Mauran, John               fpc                                                               Henrietta 
Maxwell, T.B.              fpc                          Occupant           Dewee’s Wharf  
McFeeters, Mary A.   white                          Owner                      16 Chapel 
                                                                        Both                       18 Chapel 




Name                          Status                Owner/Occupant                  Address  
 
Minot, Stephen            fpc                           Occupant                       16 John 
Mitchell, James           fpc                            Occupant               33 Elizabeth 
Morrison, R. and S.     fpc                               Both                   41 Charlotte   
Mortimer, Daniel         fpc                                                              Elizabeth  
Motte, Dorilla              fpc                               Both                    60 Calhoun 
                                                                       Owner                   62 Calhoun 
                                                                       Owner                   64 Calhoun 
Motte, Jacob                fpc                           Occupant                 82 Calhoun 
Nelson, Charlotte        fpc                               Both                    39 Charlotte 
Oliver, William           fpc                            Occupant                  20 Chapel 
Owens, Hannah           fpc                                                                    Judith 
Partrage, Eliza             fpc                                                                Calhoun 
Pawley, Rebecca         fpc                               Both                   43 Elizabeth 
Payne, William            fpc                                                               Henrietta  
Peronneau, Abraham   fpc                               Both                   37 Charlotte 
Perry, Francis              fpc                            Occupant                  22 Chapel 
Petrie, Edward             fpc                                                                Calhoun 
Pincell, Jacob               fpc                                                           18 Calhoun 
                                                                                                         Charlotte 
Pinceel, William          fpc                              Owner                 37 Elizabeth 
                                                                        Owner                 39 Elizabeth 
Pryor, Port                   fpc                            Occupant             34 Alexander 
Radall, Abraham         fpc                                                               Charlotte 
Richardson, Mrs. L     fpc                                                               Elizabeth 
Richardson, Nelson     fpc                                                               Elizabeth 
Rodgers, Mary             fpc                                                                       Ann  
Rodrigues, Dr. Benj.  white                            Owner                 47 Charlotte 
                                                                        Owner                 27 Henrietta 
Rollins, William         white                            Owner                20 Henrietta 
Rose, Isabella               fpc                                                               Calhoun 
St. Marks, Francis        fpc                              Owner                11 Elizabeth 
                                                                          Both                 236 Meeting 
St. Marks, William       fpc                               Both                 238 Meeting 
Simonton, Charles H.  white                           Owner                 3 Elizabeth 
Smith, Jane                   fpc                                                                 Chapel 
Stienmetz, D                 fpc                                                                 Chapel 
Stienmetz, Nancy         fpc                                Both                  56 Calhoun 
Stent, Hannah               fpc                            Occupant              27 Henrietta 
Taylor, Mary                fpc                                                                  Chapel 
Teachester, James         fpc                                                             Elizabeth 
Thorn, Phillip               fpc                               Both                    7 Henrietta 




Name                          Status                Owner/Occupant                  Address  
 
Turpin, R                      fpc                                                                     John 
Walker, Fanny              fpc                            Occupant             39 Elizabeth 
Walker, Frances            fpc                            Occupant               8 Henrietta 
Walkins, Catherine       fpc                            Occupant         15 Washington 
Wall, Susan                   fpc                              Owner                 58 Calhoun 
                                                                       Occupant               62 Calhoun 
Warren, Robert             fpc                                                               Calhoun 
Watkins, Catharine       fpc                                                         Washington 
Wayne, Henry               fpc                                                             Henrietta 
                                                                                                       Alexander 
Weston, Furman           fpc                                Both                 10 Henrietta 
Weston, Jacob               fpc                              Owner                74 Calhoun   
Weston, Maria              fpc                              Owner               196 Meeting 
                                                                         Owner               198 Meeting 
Whitaker, Mary          white                             Owner                 5 Elizabeth 
Whiting, E.M.             white                            Owner              30 Alexander 
Wholkens, Fannie         fpc                            Occupant              44 Calhoun 
Wilkinson, Elizabeth    fpc                            Occupant             30 Henrietta     
Wilkinson, Mary           fpc                              Owner               30 Henrietta 
Wilkinson, Richard       fpc                              Owner                   20 Chapel 
                                                                         Owner                   22 Chapel 
Williams, James            fpc                           Occupant              15 Elizabeth 
Wragg, Arnold              fpc                            Occupant           16 Alexander            
 
 
                                                                      
  










Population Breakdown by Street in Wraggborough, 186195





Alexander 153 37 6.2 % 174 364 
Ann 91 11 1.8 % 50 152 
Chapel 94 50 8.4 % 141 285 
Charlotte 185 34 5.7 % 203 422 
Elizabeth 69 70 11.7 % 132 271 
Henrietta 70 85 14.2 % 74 229 
John 77 27 4.5 % 153 257 
Judith 65 19 3.2 % 72 156 
Mary 144 49 8.2 % 129 322 
Washington 190 45 7.5 % 174 409 
Wragg 42 - 0 % 55 97 
Wragg Sq. 31 1 .2 % 26 58 
Total 1,211 
428 
71.6 %** 1,383 
3,022 
                                                 
*  Calhoun, Meeting, and East Bay Streets were omitted because census totals for these  
    streets include residents from other wards.  
**  Percentages were calculated from the total Wraggborough FPC population given in  
      the 1861 City Census, which was 598 people. 



























Age Distribution for FPC Wraggborough Males and Females, 186196
Age Male Female Total 
Under 1 9 18 27 
1-5 48 53 101 
5-10 54 49 103 
10-20 96 125 221 
20-30 58 73 131 
30-40 44 55 99 
40-50 25 44 69 
50-60 20 37 57 
60-70 11 17 28 
70-80 3 11 14 
80-90 1 1 2 
90-95 - 1 1 




                                                 



























Charleston’s African-American Office Holders during Reconstruction 
Name                                                                                Antebellum Status                   
Allen, Macon B.                                                                            Free 
Artson, Robert B.                                                                          Slave 
Bennett, Samuel L.                                                                        Free 
Birvey, William H.                                                                        Free 
Boseman, Benjamin A.                                                                 Free 
Bright, Peter                                                                                  Slave 
Brown, Malcolm                                                                           Free 
Brown, Stephen                                                                             Slave 
Bryan, Richard                                                                              Slave 
Burchmeyer, H.Z.                                                                         Free 
Cain, Richard H.                                                                           Free 
Cardozo, Francis L.                                                                       Free 
Davis, Thomas A.                                                                         Unknown 
Delany, Martin R.                                                                         Free 
De Large, Robert C.                                                                      Free 
Dereef, Richard E.*                                                                       Free  
Doiley, Samuel B.                                                                         Slave 
Ford, Adam P.                                                                               Unknown 
Freeman, John M., Jr.                                                                    Free 
Gaillard, Samuel E.                                                                       Free 
Garden, Elias                                                                                 Free 
Garrett, Samuel B.                                                                         Unknown   
Glover, George A.                                                                          Free 
Glover, William C.                                                                         Free 
Grant, Joseph J.                                                                              Free 
Grant, William A.                                                                          Free 
Hampton, W.R.H.                                                                          Free 
Hardy, J                                                                                         Slave 
Hedges, Plato B.                                                                            Free 
Holloway, Charles H.                                                                    Free 
Holloway, Richard L.                                                                    Free 
Howard, Robert                                                                             Free 
Hunter, Hezekiah H.                                                                      Free 
Johnson, Samuel  *                                                                        Free 
Jones, A.H.                                                                                    Unknown 
Lee, George H.                                                                              Free 
Lloyd, Julius W.                                                                            Slave 
Logan, Aaron                                                                                Slave 
McKinley, William                                                                       Free 
Michaels, Charles                                                                         Unknown 
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Charleston’s African-American Office Holders during Reconstruction97
 
Name                                                                                Antebellum Status 
 
Mickey, Edward C.                                                                       Free 
Nesbitt, Richard                                                                            Slave 
North, Charles F.                                                                           Slave 
Petty, Edward                                                                                Unknown 
Prioleau, Isaac  *                                                                           Free (?) 
Ransier, Alonzo J.                                                                         Free 
Shrewsbury, George                                                                      Free 
Simmons, Robert                                                                           Free 
Small, Thomas                                                                               Free 
Spencer, Nathaniel T.                                                                    Slave 
Straker, Daniel A.                                                                          Free 
Thorn, Phillip *                                                                              Free 
Tingman, Julius C.                                                                         Slave 
Turner, Robert W.                                                                         Unknown 
Vanderpool, John                                                                          Slave 
Wall, Edward P.  *                                                                         Free 
Wall, Lafayette F. *                                                                       Free 
Weston, William O.                                                                       Free 
Wright, John B.                                                                              Free 




















                                                 
*  Denotes known Wraggborough residents. 




Biographical Information for Free Office Holders of Wraggborough 
 
Albert A. Aspinall:  Mulatto.  Mechanic.  A nominee for Alderman. 
William J. Brodie:  Mulatto.  Carpenter.  Served in the State House  
                               of Representatives from 1868-1870 and 1876-1877. 
 
James Carroll:  Black.  Shoemaker.  A delegate to the Republican County    
                          Convention in 1868. 
 
Richard E. Dereef, Sr.:  Mulatto, born 1798.  Merchant.  Appointed  
                                       by military authorities to the Charleston City  
                                       Council in 1868.  He generally allied with the  
                                       Democrats during Reconstruction. 
 
Sidney Eckhard:  Mulatto.  Cigar maker.  A democrat, he served as the  
                            president of the Honest Government League in 1874. 
 
Peter B. Frost:  Mulatto.  Carpenter/painter.  A delegate to the Republican  
                          County Convention in 1872. 
 
John A. Godfrey:  Mulatto.  Butcher.  Served as an Alderman in 1873. 
 
Aberdeen F. Gregory:  Black.  A delegate to the Republican County  
                                     Convention in 1872. 
 
Samuel Johnson:  Born 1838.  Minister, butcher, carpenter.  Represented  
                             Charleston in the State House of Representatives from  
                             1868-1870. 
 
Charles C. Leslie:  Mulatto.  Fish factor.  A Democratic nominee for  
                               Alderman in 1873. 
 
William Miller:  Black.  A delegate to the Republican County Convention  
                           in 1867. 
 
Benjamin Moncreef:  Black.  Carpenter.  A nominee for Alderman in  
                                  1873. 
 
William T. Oliver:  Mulatto.  Shoemaker.  A delegate to the Republican  
                               County Convention in 1872. 
 
Isaac Reed:  Black.  Carpenter.  A delegate to the Republican County  
                     Convention in 1872. 
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Phillip Thorn:  Mulatto.  Carpenter/undertaker.  Served as an Alderman  
                         from 1869-1871. 
 
Edward P. Wall:  Mulatto, born 1817.  Tailor.  Served as an  
                            Alderman from 1868-1871.  He also served a post in the  
                            U.S. Custom House. 
 
Lafayette Wall:  Born 1844.  Tailor.  Son of Edward P. Wall.  Served as an  
                          Alderman from 1868-1871. 
 
H.L. Wayne:  Black.  Carpenter.  A delegate to the Republican County  






























                                                 
98 Compiled from: Foner and William C. Hine, “Black Politicians in Reconstruction  
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